DIVE BOMBER

Also available with whale cars instead of planes!

DIVE BOMBER

_______________

The dream of every child is to fly their own plane and the DIVE BOMBER fits the bill. The 6 classic style planes
hold 4 children or 2 adults and 2 children in each plane. With all 6 planes loading at the same time the DIVE BOMBER
has a great capacity to carry loads of children and their parents.
This great looking kid ride has a smooth octopus type action. To start this action the operator starts the center turning.
The center then rises with a single hydraulic cylinder. The planes climb into the air one after the other just like in the
movies. Next the center oscillating action starts to turn causing the planes to zoom up toward the sky and swoop down
toward the ground. The super smooth action of this ride is fun and exciting for children of all ages.
Moving the DIVE BOMBER is quick and easy. The entire ride loads on the trailer-mounted center in just 1 hour with
2 people. The 6 fiberglass planes load on the trailer; the sweeps fold up, and then load the fence, making this one of the
fastest moving rides in the business. The ball hitch tandem axle trailer pulls behind a pickup making this ride great for
picnic operations.
The park model can also be easily installed indoors or out for a super attraction at parks everywhere. Every child will
love to be the master of the sky on this beautiful high capacity kid ride.
New for 2003 is a 28' single axle trailer and platform option. The trailer lets down to the ground, the wings fold down
and a gorgeous European style is ready to operate. The 28' trailer allows towing and thus, load behind.

SPECIFICATIONS:
DIMENSIONS

35’ Wide 35’ Deep 14’ High
Total space and height required

FENCE

35' Diameter

TRAILER

22' Long x 8'6" Wide x 13'8"
11,000 lbs. Gross weight

POWER
1-1 1/2 HP 110 Pump
REQUIREMENTS
DRIVE UNIT

1-7 1/2 HP 220 V Rotation

TOTAL DRIVE
POWER

KW 3 PHASE 220 V

CAPACITY
SEATING

4 Passenger/Car
24 children
12 Adults and/or
Children

HOURLY

240 Per Hour

ELECTRICAL

100-10 Watt lights
SEATING
3-1500 Watt Quartz lights
72-35 Watt Halogen Spots

TOTAL POWER

22 Kw 13 Phase 208V

SPEED

24 Children
12 Adults & Children

10 RPM

WISDOM RIDES, LTD.
P.O. Box 238, Merino, CO 80741
(970) 522-7515 FAX (970) 522-2902
CUSTOMER SERVICE HOT LINE: 1-800-634-6097
E-MAIL: info@wisdomrides.com
WEB SITE: www.wisdomrides.com

